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flying bombers were given, with David Baron 
piloting Joe Beshar's 120-inch B-17 and Jason 
McQuistion flying his 138-inch B-17 from Precision 
Cuts Kits using Don Smith plans. They showed off 
the grace and power of these WWII legends. Adam Lilley not 
only showed off the WildHare Hellcat, but also gave a realistic 
carbureted-engine acoustic performance with the Benidini-RC 
digital sound system. From the past to the present, Adam 
Woodworth demonstrated the lines and designs of today's 
modern jet fighter with the use of the latest technology of foam 
and thrust vectoring in his Eurofighter model;;. 

Mica McCarthy and 
Joshua Fisher with the 3D 
Hobby Shop Extra 330SC. 

The sport and aerobatic planes were, of course, given a chance 
to show their fun factor. Mike Mayberry from Hitec guided his The night flying on Saturday night had many 

A grand exposition of 
Golden Age racers took to 
the air in their sleek 
designs. These planes are 
no ARF's; to be part of this 
crew you must build from 
scratch and put on your 
own covering. To throw in 
some light-hearted fun, 

Jack Frost challenged the 
wind with his 18 oz. 
Flutter-By stick plane and 
Lee Woodworth was still 
enjoying the summer fun 
with his pool toy flyer. 
With unique construction 
and pusher-prop set up, 
Steve Laughlin from Killer 
Planes zipped the Hawk 
Fighter here and there and 

demo pilots as they showed the crowd what their Weekender challenges. Most of all not t o hit the other plane. 

Extra, Multiplex's Solius, Razzor and Tucan models could do. Dan 
Landis performed great hovering maneuvers with EG Aircraft MX2, 
as well as Devin McGrath with the Extreme Flight Extra 300, and 

Tony Steiner from Courtland,NY w ith his Balsa. USA 1/4-scale Fokker DR· 1 with an 

E·Flite 16 0 mot or. 
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once in a while did a "crash and go" to the crowd's amazement. 
The afternoon returned with open flying and to round out the day, 

there were pilot's raffles with prizes donated from Hobbico, 
HobbyKing, Hitec and other vendors. The finale was a mass 
melee of foamy-constructed warbirds. Pilots needed to be 
prepared that their model might not return back to home base. 

The evening brought even more uniqueness with the indoor 
micro flying at the Downsville High School, which showcased 
the wonders of micro flying systems, as well as the streamer
cutting flying combat of Mini vapors. Obstacle courses at the 
Bergen County Silent Fliers and Jersey Shore Sport Fliers tents 
gave a great challenge to those who wanted to try and fly 
through hoops, ladders and fog. As darkness fell, the night 
finished with the contest of Night Slow Flying. Here pilots, with 
the help of spotters, used models with on-board illumination 
systems that were 24 ounces or less to pop as many balloons in 
various challenging rounds to achieve a high score. This made 
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quite a "Close Encounters of 
the Third Kind" kind of scene, 
with 'lighted shapes whizzing 
arOt!nd in the night sky. 

To wrap up the NEAT fair 
on Sunday, honors and 
awards were given 
to modelers in 
appreciation for their 
participation in the fair, 
as well as aeromodeling 
in general. Members of 
the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics inducted 
Ted Stader to the Model 
Aviation Hall of Fame 
for his contributions for 
being a noted model 
aircraft designer. Baron 
Technologies and Fly 
RC magazine donated 
awards to "Best" in 
Sport, Civilian and 
Military categories. 0 

designed this 

Fieseler Storch 

with the desert 

color scheme 

used by the Italian 

Air Force. He's 

installed lights, a 

full cockpit, and 

spring landing 

Inducted into the 

AMA Hall of Fame 

was Ted Strader 

from Albany, NY, a 
noted model aircraft 

still being produced 

NEAT VENDORS 
3Dx Hobbies 

Aero Craft 

Air Hobby 

Airlandseahobbies.com 

Easy Tiger 

FMA Inc. 

Hitec 

Hobbico 

HobbyKing 

1M Screen Printing Co. 

Just Go Fly 

Killer Planes 

Lazertoyz 

Luke's RC 

Micro Fasteners 

Mountain Models 

Park Scale Models 

RIC Toyffanicpacks.com 

RC Cores 

Radical RC 

SKS Video 

SLK Electronics 

Tech-Bond Solutions 

Time Flys Hobbies 

TP Power USA 

Urban RIC 
West Michigan Park Flyers LLC 
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